In this paper the principle of minimum relative entropy (PMRE) is proposed as a fundamental principle and idea that can be used in the field of AGI. It is shown to have a very strong mathematical foundation, that it is even more fundamental then Bayes rule or MaxEnt alone and that it can be related to neuroscience. Hierarchical structures, hierarchies in timescales and learning and generating sequences of sequences are some of the aspects that Friston (Fri09) described by using his free-energy principle. These are aspects of cognitive architectures that are in agreement with the foundations of hierarchical memory prediction frameworks (GH09). The PMRE is very similar and often equivalent to Friston's free-energy principle (Fri09), however for actions and the definitions of surprise there is a difference. It is proposed to use relative entropy as the standard definition of surprise. Experiments have shown that this is currently the best indicator of human surprise(IB09). The learning rate or interestingness can be defined as the rate of decrease of relative entropy, so curiosity can then be implemented as looking for situations with the highest learning rate.
Introduction
Just like physics wants to find the underlying laws of nature, it would be nice to find underlying principles for intelligence, inference, surprise and so on. A lot of progress has been made and many principles have been proposed. Depending on what principles or foundations are used, it is possible to come to different theories or implementations of intelligent agents. A good example is AIXI (Hut04) which combines Decision Theory with Solomonoff's universal induction (which combines principles from Ockham, Epicurus, Bayes and Turing). It uses compression and Kolmogorov complexity, but unfortunately this makes it uncomputable in this form. The ability to compress data well has been linked to intelligence and compression progress has been proposed as a simple algorithmic principle for discovery, curiosity and more. While this has a very strong and solid mathematical foundation, the problem is that it is often very hard or even impossible to compute. Often it is also assumed that the agent stores all data of all sensory observations forever. It seems unlikely that the human brain works like that.
In (vdV09) the principle of minimum relative entropy (PMRE) was proposed to be used in developmental robotics. In this paper we want to propose it as a fundamental principle and idea for use in the field of AGI. We compare it with other principles, relate it to cognitive architectures and show that it can be used to model curiosity. It can be shown that is has a very solid and strong mathematical foundation because it can be derived from three simple axioms (Gif08). The most important assumption and axiom is the principle of minimal updating: beliefs should be updated only to the extent required by the new information. This is incorporated by a locality axiom. The other two axioms are only used to require coordinate invariance and consistency for independent subsystems. By eliminative induction this singles out the logarithmic relative entropy as the formula to minimize. This way the Kullback-Leibler divergence (KLD) (KL51) has been derived as the only correct and unique divergence to minimize. Other forms of divergences and relative entropies in the literature are excluded. It can be shown (Gif08) to be able to do everything orthodox Bayesian inference (which allows arbitrary priors) and MaxEnt (which allows arbitrary constraints) can do, but it can also process both forms simultaneously, which Bayes and MaxEnt cannot do alone. This has only been shown recently and is not well known yet. The current version of the most used textbook on Artificial Intelligence (RN02) doesn't even include the words relative entropy or Kullback-Leibler divergence yet.
Free-energy
While in our approach the PMRE with the KLD is the most fundamental, in other approaches exact Bayesian inference is often taken as most fundamental, and the KLD is then used to do approximate inference. The variational Bayes method is an example of this. It tries to find an approximate distribution of a true posterior distribution by minimizing the KLD between the approximate distribution and the true posterior distribution. Sometimes a free-energy formulation is used which yields the same solution when minimized, but which can make the calculations easier. In fact the free-energy formulation is the same as the KLD with an extra term (Shannon surprise) that doesn't depend on the approximate distribution, so it doesn't influence the search for the best approximate distribution. In the field of neuroscience, Friston (Fri09) has proposed the minimum free-energy principle as a fundamental principle that could explain a lot about how the brain functions. For perception it is equal to minimizing the KLD, so it is equivalent to the PMRE in that respect. Friston showed that many properties and functions of the brain can be explained by using the free-energy principle, such as the hierarchical structure of the brain, a hierarchy of timescales in the brain and how it could learn and generate sequences of sequences. This is in agreement with the memory prediction framework (GH09). Note that this not only relates these principles to the brain, but that it can also guide the design and choice of cognitive architectures for artificial general intelligence.
Currently the brain is the only working proof that general intelligence is possible, so these principles and results could help and guide biologically inspired AGI. These results seem to confirm the foundations of biologically inspired frameworks which use hierarchical structures, spatio-temporal pattern recognition and the learning and generating of sequences of sequences.
Biologically plausible
The fact that the PMRE only does minimal updating of the beliefs makes it more biologically plausible than some other theories. For example AIXI (Hut04) isn't based on minimal updating, because it uses global compression including all historical data. Brains don't seem to work that way. When observing and learning there are physical changes in the brain to incorporate and encode the new information and new beliefs. Such physical changes are costly for an organism and should be avoided as much as possible, because of limited energy and limited resources. The PMRE avoids this by doing only minimal updating of the beliefs. It is related to compression because in this way it stores new information and beliefs in an efficient way.
A new definition of surprise
Besides the theoretical arguments we can also refer to experiments. Itti and Baldi (IB09) proposed a definition of Bayesian Surprise that is equal to the KLD between the prior and posterior beliefs of the observer. This again is the same formula as used by the PMRE. In experiments they showed that by calculating this they could predict with high precision where humans would look. This formula and definition was found to be more accurate than all other models they compared it with, like Shannon entropy, saliency and other measures. In their derivation Itti and Baldi picked the KLD as the best way to define Bayesian Surprise by referring to the work of Kullback. While we agree on this definition, it would also have been possible to pick another divergence as a measure, because the KLD is just one out of a broader class of divergences called f-divergences. The benefit of the derivation of the PMRE is that it uniquely selects the KLD as the only consistent measure that can be used. So in this way the PMRE helps to select and confirm this definition of surprise.
Relative entropy and curiosity
Relative entropy can also be used to implement curiosity and exploration. In (SHS95) it was used for reinforcement driven information acquisition, but it can also be implemented in different ways. The rate in which the relative entropy decreases can be seen as the learning rate. Curiosity can then be implemented as looking for and exploring the situations with highest learning rate (interestingness). This can be compared with implementations of curiosity which use decrease of prediction errors or compression progress (Sch09).
